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Crédit Logement is a “société de financement” (financial institution) that is 
supervised by the french financial regulator, (Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel 
et de Résolution - ACPR). 

As a specialist in guarantees for property loans catering for banks and 
their customers for over 40 years, Crédit Logement arranges guarantees 
in the form of surety bonds for residential property loans granted to retail 
customers.

The Crédit Logement financial guarantee is based on the principle of the 
mutualisation of risk, with each borrower contributing to a mutual guarantee 
fund (the Fonds Mutuel de Garantie - FMG).

On the French residential loan market, the major part of residential loans is 
covered by a guarantee (either a bank guarantee or an insurance guarantee).

Thus, in 2019, guaranteed loans represent more than 59% of the total 
amount disbursed  for the loans granted (excluding refinancing) compared 
with slightly less than 40% for the mortgages loans (OFL/CSA and Despina 
model).

In the outstanding guarantees, guaranteed loans have a significant majority 
at 61% compared with slightly less than 29% for mortgages (ACPR 2019 
report on the home loan financing). 

Crédit Logement works with all French banks and guarantees one 
third of the residential loan market, making it a key player in the 
financing of residential housing.



GUARANTEE
As soon as a bank signs a partnership 
agreement, it benefits from the expertise of 
Crédit Logement’s risk analysis specialists.

Approval of a guarantee is given within 48 
hours, and may even be given on a real time 
basis thanks to Crédit Logement’s online 
services and its specialist risk analysis system.

DEBT COLLECTION
In addition to the guarantee aimed at covering 
the risk of loss, an assurance that physical 
collateral cannot provide, Crédit Logement 
also manages the collection of unpaid loan 
instalments at no added cost. It therefore 
offers a complete service to its partners.

Crédit Logement seeks to reconcile two 
objectives:

• keeping commitments secure;

• and, in the interests of all parties (lender, 
borrower and surety), limiting events of 
default that can lead to costly disputes, 
often with disastrous financial implications.

Drawing on its experience in debt collection, 
Crédit Logement also markets numerous 
services for effective collection by banks of 
past-due payments on property loans that are 
not covered by a Crédit Logement guarantee.

TRAINING
With its panoramic vision of the residential 
loan market and with a recognised expertise 
in risk analysis and risk management,  
Crédit Logement is on hand, day after day, to 
help all players in the French banking industry 
putting together and examining applications.

This legitimacy given to Crédit Logement has 
led it to develop its own training organization: 
La Formation par Crédit Logement, with a 
first module focusing on mandatory training 
subsequent to the European Mortgage Credit 
Directive (MCD).

Since then, the offer has been supplemented 
by new training courses around residential 
loans, such as “fraud” or “solvency analysis”.

CRÉDIT LOGEMENT’S
SOLUTIONS



THE ADVANTAGES FOR BORROWERS  
OF THE CRÉDIT LOGEMENT GUARANTEE

GUARANTEE
The Crédit Logement guarantee is far more 
than a surety mechanism tied to a loan.

It is an active guarantee that will continue to 
benefit the borrower throughout the duration 
of the loan. The Crédit Logement guarantee 
provides access to a range of competitively-
priced services that are not available with a 
physical collateral mechanism.

SPEED
The formalities are simple, in that the 
guarantee is recorded in a private agreement, 
which means that the loan can be disbursed 
quickly.

SAVINGS
The guarantee is not linked to the property for 
which the borrower has applied for a loan.

This means that a borrower who wishes to 
sell the property before the end of the term 
of the guaranteed loan will have no release 
fee to pay, as would otherwise have been the 
case had he or she taken out a loan under a 
mortgage mechanism.

The guarantee is therefore tailored to new 
lifestyles. It facilitates geographic and 
professional mobility, as well as changes in the 
family unit.

ASSISTANCE
Should a borrower run into financial difficulty, 
Crédit Logement will take steps to assist him 
or her by encouraging a dialogue. All available 
out-of-court solutions will be considered: 
payment deferral, new repayment schedule, 
extended loan duration, etc.

Should the resumption of instalment payments 
on the loan prove impossible, Crédit Logement 
will help the borrower with the sale of the 
property. Crédit Logement will only take legal 
action against a borrower to recover payment 
if no amicable solution can be reached.

By prioritising amicable negotiations with 
borrowers in arrears, Crédit Logement 
reduces the number of court cases and helps 
borrowers resume normal repayment of their 
loans in more than 50% of cases.



THE ADVANTAGES FOR BANKS  
OF THE CRÉDIT LOGEMENT GUARANTEE

SECURING THE MARKET
Crédit Logement’s decision to provide a guarantee 
is based on a set of criteria designed to ensure 
that the borrower is solvent and able to meet 
the repayments. A second examination of the 
application by Crédit Logement secures and lends 
weight to the bank’s own analysis of the financing 
plan.

By taking into account the creditworthiness of 
borrowers, and not solely basing its decisions 
on the value of the financed property, which is 
subject to the uncertainties of property market 
cycles, the Crédit Logement guarantee aims to 
secure the property financing process by:

• limiting borrower default events;

• providing the most appropriate response to 
personal difficulties.   

By ensuring the collection of defaulted backed 
by its guarantees, Crédit Logement eliminates 
the risk that banks might incur any losses on 
their loans.

 

AN EFFECTIVE ECONOMIC 
GUARANTEE
Through its comprehensive debt collection 
service, and the settlement of unpaid debts, 
the Crédit Logement solution provides banks 
with more protection against default-related 
losses than a mortgage portfolio and requires 
less capital through more favourable risk-
weighting.

Since the guarantee provided by Crédit 
Logement is recognised as being identical to 
a physical collateral guarantee from the Basel 
Committee (Basel III framework) and the 
credit rating agencies persective, banks that 
avail of the Crédit Logement guarantee qualify 
to use various forms of refinancing, e.g. 
through covered bonds and ‘SFH’ (sociétés de 
financement de l’habitat).



www.creditlogement.fr


